Health and wellness tips for your work, home and life—brought to you by the
insurance specialists at Baldwin Krystyn Sherman Partners
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• May help put difficult situations in
perspective
• Reduces stress by activating a physical
response in the body—it can actually
make you feel better, more relaxed and
ready to take on difficult tasks

Things to Avoid
• Jokes that are sexual in nature
• Jokes about someone’s sexuality, religion,
ethnicity or personal appearance; putting
others down or making sarcastic remarks
• Serious subjects like death, disabilities or
sexual harassment
• Jokes that carry negative messages—if you
wouldn’t say it in a conversation, don’t say
it in a joke

Tips for Workplace Humor
• Joke about situations that are affecting you
and all of your co-workers, such as the
excessive air conditioning or an upcoming
deadline; since you can commiserate
together, you will not be singling anyone
out.
• Take a friendly jab at yourself from time to
time.
• Know your audience—an appropriate joke
within your department may not be
appropriate when told to the CEO or to a
customer.

• Makes you more attentive and alert
through laughter, which can serve as a
pick-me-up in the middle of a long work
day
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